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ABSTRACT

Existing literature states that standardization and certification are not only crucial 
for enterprises, but they have a positive impact on productivity, international trade, 
innovation, and competition as well. This research employs data derived by the 
European Innovation Union Scoreboard and the International Standardization 
Organization from 2005 to 2014 to investigate the relation between innovation and 
certified quality management systems according to ISO 9001. Using suitable panel 
data analysis, the authors analyse the data gathered form a panel accounting for the 
different countries and different years. The main result of this study is that we are 
able to provide evidence to policymakers, academics, and entrepreneurs that there 
is a statistically significant relationship between innovation and certified quality 
management systems. The originality of this chapter stems from the fact that up to 
now, to the authors’ knowledge, the impact of ISO 9001 on innovation has not been 
examined in the European context.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Quality may be considered as a systemic way to express customer expectations 
in a changing environment. Quality Management Systems (QMS), derived by the 
scientific field of Quality, emphasize to organisational systems rather than to product 
or services specifications. ISO 9001 (International Organisation for Standardization) 
is one of the most popular standards addressing QMS leading to Certified Quality 
Management Systems. It should be noted that certification of QMS (i.e. ISO 9001) 
is part of the National Quality Infrastructures (NQI) which all together form the 
competitive advantage of an economy.

Research on the impact assessment of QMS as part of NQI is carried out on 
macroeconomic, sector and firm levels. Comprehensive studies of the whole 
NQI system are rare. Concerning methodology, scholars employ pure descriptive 
methods in the form of case studies based on reports and interviews. Statistical and 
econometric analyses are also performed on the grounds of correlation, regression 
and growth models. 

There exist analyses on impact of standardisation on various macro microeconomic 
variables like business performance, also on different phases of innovation process 
and development. There are in particular studies investigating linkages between 
standardisation and intellectual property rights, especially patents (see for example 
Blind et al. 2018) and connection between standardisation and socioeconomic 
development (see for example Fura and Wang 2017). Research on relationships 
between certified QMS and innovation are rare. Numerous theoretical and empirical 
studies illustrate how certification may influence macroeconomic performance. 
Most of these studies focus on impact of certification on business performance 
and some on innovation as case study analysis (see for example Mir et al. 2016 and 
references therein) rather than evaluating public data provided by the databases like 
the Innovation Union Scoreboard and ISO databases. Moreover empirical studies 
focus very often on a limited number of objects (countries) and variables. 

This research paper contributes to filling this gap through development of a 
statistical model to investigate relationship between standardisation and innovation in 
the area of QMS. In Sections 2 and 3, the authors present a review of existing literature 
in the field describing linkages between quality and innovation, standardisation and 
innovation and quality management systems and innovation. In Section 4, the authors 
give the research hypotheses and the methodology used for the analysis. The results 
and their discussion is given in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 some conclusions, 
recommendations and limitations are given. 
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